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Abstract 

This thesis deals with random-size subset selection and ranking procedures 

• • • )|( 

derived through likelihood ratios, mainly in terms of the P -approach. 

Let IT , . .. , IT, be k(> 2) populations such that IR.(i = l, . . . , k) has 
J_ K. — 1 

2 
the normal distribution with unknwon mean 0. and variance a.a , where a. 

i i i 
2 . . is known and a may be unknown; and that a random sample of size n^ is 

taken from . To begin with, we give procedure (with tables) which 

selects IT. if sup L(0;x) >c SUD L(0;X), where SÎ is the parameter space 
1 

for 0 = (0-^, 0^) ; where (with c: ß) is the set of all 0 with 

0. = max 0.; where L(*;x) is the likelihood function based on the total 
1 

sample; and where c is the largest constant that makes the rule satisfy the 

P*-condition. Then, we consider other likelihood ratios, with intuitively 

reasonable subspaces of ß, and derive several new rules. Comparisons among 

some of these rules and rule R of Gupta (1956, 1965) are made using different 

criteria; numerical for k=3, and a Monte-Carlo study for k=10. 

For the case when the populations have the uniform (0,0^) distributions, 

and we have unequal sample sizes, we consider selection for the population 

with min 0.. Comparisons with Barr and Rizvi (1966) are made. Generaliza-
i<j<k J 

tions are given. 

Rule R^ is generalized to densities satisfying some reasonable assump

tions (mainly unimodality of the likelihood, and monotonicity of the likeli

hood ratio). An exponential class is considered, and the results are exempli

fied by the gamma density and the Laplace density. Extensions and generaliza

tions to cover the selection of the t best populations (using various re

quirements) are given. Finally, a discussion oil the complete ranking problem, 

and on the relation between subset selection based on likelihood ratios and 

statistical inference under order restrictions, is given. 

Key words and phrases: Subset selection, likelihood ratio, hypothesis testing, 

order restrictions, normal distribution, uniform distribution, complete ranking, 

JJJ # # T 
P -condition, loss function. 



To all those people, irrespective of their 

ranks, who have been selected by Nature to 

be endowed with interest in statistics. 

"Which is the most important leg of a three-legged stool?" 

- ? ? ? 

"In order to compress five years of incident, observation, and 

pleasant living into something a little less lengthy than the 

Encyclopaedia Britannica, I have been forced to telescope, prune, 

and graft, so that there is little left of the original con

tinuity of events. Also I have been forced to leave out many 

happenings and characters that I would have liked to describe. ... 

Lastly, I would like to make a point of stressing that all 

the anecdotes about the island the the islanders are absolutely 

true. Living in Corfu was rather like living in one of the more 

flamboyant and slapstick comic operas. The whole atmosphere and 

charm of the place was, I think, summed up neatly on an Admiralty 

map we had, which showed the island and the adjacent coastline in 

great detail. At the bottom was a little inset which read: 

CAUTION: As the buoys marking the shoals are often out of 

position, mariners are cautioned to be on their guard when navi

gating these shores." 

—Gerald Durrell: The speech for the defence 

in fMy Family and Other Animals1. 
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1. Introduction and a Review 

This thesis deals with random-size subset selection and ranking procedures 

derived through likelihood ratios, mainly in terms of the.P*-approach. 

Very often, one is faced with a set of k categories (sortiments, 

drugs, individuals etc.), and wishes to draw some conclusions as regards 

the relative merits of these categories. Many times, it may be difficult 

to quantify the merit of each category as a whole. For example, a voter 

may not be able to quantify the amount of sympathy (or antipathy) that he 

has for a particular candidate. At other times, there may be several fac

tors which are of importance when judging a category. Although each of 

these factors may be quantifiable, it may be difficult to quantify the rela

tive importance that is placed on each one of them. An example of such a 

case is a set of drugs with different therapeutic effects, side effects, 

and costs of production. So a major decision in a practical situation should 

be made after taking into consideration each of the individual factors in 

some way. Thus, one is nevertheless interested in analysing each of the 

factors, to find out how much evidence, and in what direction, that is 

contributed by that factor in the given situation. Our interest here is 

confined to the factors which can be quantified. 

In this thesis, we assume that we have at hand a set of k(> 2) cate

gories, which will be called populations, and denote them by TT^, ..., ïï^. 

Suppose that n^(i = l, . . . , k) generates n^ independent and identically 

distributed random variables, each with a probability distribution depend

ing on an unknown parameter 0^. Let ®[]j - ••• - ®[k] t*ie orc*erec* 

values of the unknown parameters and let •••* 77[k]' ̂ enote 

corresponding populations. We shall denote the parameter space for 0 = 

(0^, ..., 0^) by fi. Tests of homogeneity of the parameters is a widely 

used method of comparing the populations. However, such tests do not 

usually provide the information needed by the experimenter. The ex
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perimenter is often interested in obtaining some information regarding the 

relative merits of the populations. He may, for example, wish to select 

the t best populations TT ] » •••> OR HE MAY WISH TO RANK THE 

populations in terms of their parameter values. To meet this requirement, 

selection and ranking procedures have been developed during the last thirty 

years. An extensive bibliography containing over six hundred item has been 

compiled by Kulldorff (1977). 

The subject of selection procedures as it exists today may be formulated 

in two directions: fixed-size subset selection and random-size subset selec

tion. 

Fixed-size subset selection is accomplished by selectiong a fixed number 

of populations. Consider the problem of selection for some of the t best 

populations. For the given integer t and a given real number 6 > 0, a sub-

space ß(t,6 ) of ß is defined as the region where the distance between 

the parameter values of the t:th best and the (t + l):st best populations 

is at most 6*. The region fi(t,6*) is called the indifference zone and 

its complement is called the preference zone. In the present formulation, 

a procedure is employed that selects a set of a given size s from the k 

populations. An event defined as the "correct selection" (CS) is specified. 

For example, CS may be defined as inclusion in the selected subset of at 

# # t j|e 5|c 
least t^ of the t best populations. With a given P , 0<P <1, one 

requires that 

(l.i) P(CS)>P* if EEFI(t,<5*). 

The problem is to determine the smallest sample size (sizes) needed to meet 

requirement (1.1). The case s = t^ = t is usually known as the indifference 

zone approach; see Bechhofer (1954) . The general case has been considered 

by Mahamunulu (1967). Other references of interest are Bechhofer, Kiefer and 

Sobel (1968), Bechhofer and Tamhane (1977), and Gibbons, Olkin and Sobel 

(1978). 
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We now review the random-size subset selection formulation. Actually, 

this is a vast area, since every procedure for which the number of popu

lations to be selected is not specified in advance, falls under this for

mulation. A brief review is given below, but for a comprehensive review, 

see Gupta (1965, 1977) or Gupta and Panchapakesan (1972 a). 

Paulson (1949) considered the problem of classifying the given popula

tions into a "superior" group and an "inferior" group. Seal (1954, 1955) 

considered the case when the populations have the normal distribution with 

2 
unknown means 0^, ..., 0^, and a common unknown variance a . He defined 

the following class C of selection procedures to select a subset of the 

given populations such that the selected subset includes 71 [^] with pro-

• * • • 
bability at least P , whatever be the unknown population means. Define 

the event "Correct Selection" (CS) as "inclusion of t^ie selected 

subset" and, let c^, ..., he non-negative constants summing up to 

unity. Let x^, . . . , be the sample means from the populations based on 

a common sample size, and for given i = 1, . . . , k, let x-[(x) - * * # - Xi(k-1) 

be the ordered values of the sample means excluding x^. Seal's class con

tains rules of the type: 

Select IT. if 
l 

k-1 
x. > E c.X. /.\ - d sMT, 
l-j=1 J i (j) c 

2 . 2 where s is the usual pooled estimate of a , and where d^ is the small

est constant such that 

(1.2) P(CS)>P* forali 6 = (0 , .. . , 0) £ Q. 

• • • )|c # # 9 
The condition (1.2) is usually referred to as the P -condition, or the basic 

probability requirement. The above selection approach will be referred to 

as the "P -approach". This approach is known as the "subset selection ap

proach". Under the assumption that all the population means except one are 
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equal, Seal proposed to find that rule in C which maximuzes the probabi

lity of including in the selected subset the population with the unequal 

mean if this mean is larger than the common mean of the other k-1 popu

lations; and which minimizes this probability if the unequal mean is smaller. 

His calculations indicated that this rule, denoted here by R, would be ob

tained by setting c^ = (k - 1) ̂  for j = 1, . ..,k-l. That this actually 

is the case has been elegantly proved in Berger (1977). 

For the same problem, Gupta (1956) proposed the following rule 

R: Select tt. if x. > max x. -ds//ïï, 

• 5k • • • • • 
where d is the smallest number such that the P -condition is satisfied. 

Rule R is a member of C with c^ ^ = 1 and c^ = 0 for j=fk-l. Gupta 

proposed that a desirable property for a rule that satisfies the P -condi

tion be that it selects a small number of nonbest populations. Studies like 

Gupta (1956), Seal (1957) and Deely and Gupta (1968), have shown that Gupta's 

rule R is the best one among the members of C, in the sense that over 

much of the parameter space, it selects a smaller subset on the average 

than the other rules. In Gupta and Hsu (1968), R is shown to be better 

than R with respect to other criteria. 

The success of Gupta's rule R for the normal means problem has led 

most of the authors treating non-normal or multivariate populations to pro

pose rules of the type 

(1.3) R(h) : Select TT. if h(T.) > max T., 
1 1 l<j<k J 

where T^, .. ., T^ are suitable statistics from the populations, and where 

h is a suitable function; see Gupta (1965) and Gupta and Panchapakesan 

(1972b). Rules of type R(h) are simple to apply, and determination of 

h(*) explicitly within a given class, for example h(x) =x-d, is not too 

cumbersome. 
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The method of likelihood ratios adopted in this thesis yields rules 

which are not of type R(h), and which do not belong to the class C. Our 

results are indicated in the subsequent sections of this summary. However, 

it may be noted at this point that our findings suggest that the rules de

rived through likelihood ratios turn out tobe serious competitors of the 

ad hoc rules of type R(h). 

The above "P*-approach" (or "subset selection approach") has been gen

eralized and modified by several authors, Ryan and Antle (1976) treated 

rule R with the requirement (1.2) replaced by (1.1) with t = 1. See fur

ther Gupta (1977) for other interesting modifications and generalizations. 

It may be added that selection procedures based on the ranks of the obser

vations rather than their numerical values, have also been treated in the 

literature. Some of these rules are of type R(h), where the T:s are, 

for example, rank sums. Suitable references are Gupta and McDonald (1970) 

and Hsu (1977, 1978). 

Decision-theoretic formulations of subset selection have also been treated 

in the literature. Early efforts in this direction include Bahadur (1950), 

Bahadur and Robbins (1950), Studden (1967) , and Deely and Gupta (1968). Re

cently, several interesting papers have appeared in this area. Let the set 

of indices of the selected populations be denoted by a, and let |a| de

note the number of elements in it. Let c be a given constant. Chernoff and 

Yahav (1977) considered the following loss function: 

L- = 0ri i * £ 0./|a|+c(0ril- max 0 .) . 
1 [kI j£aJ [kl j£a 1 

Bickel and Yahav (1977) considered 

L2 = 9[kl~ Z V'al +C# ICS<§>a)> 
jea 

where ICS(0,a) equals unity if i ̂  » an^ zero otherwise. 
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(Joel and Rubin (1977) considered 

L - =  I a I + c(0r, max 0 .) , 
J LkJ j€a J 

and Gupta and Hsu (197 8) considered 

LA = |a| + c • ICS(0,a). 

See also Miescke (1978) for some other results. 

The advent of the above loss functions has been accompanied by a criti

cism of the classical P*-approach. See in particular Chernoff and Yahav (1977) 

for a polemic criticism. The main criticism has been that it is unlikely that 

the user of a selection procedure will appreciate the meaning of P with

out understanding the consequences of missing the best population(s). It is 

• « # • • 

true that the authors of the P -approach, together with its various modifica-

tions, seldom indicate how P should be chosen. Moreover, modifications 

of the procedures of type R(h) , given by (1.3), have usually accompanied 

modifications of the P -approach, without any discussion on the structure 

of the underlying loss function. It must be admitted that the contents of 

this thesis are also vulnerable to the sort of criticism given above. How-

• ( 5|( 
ever, it is pertinent to point out that any case against the P -approach 

• • • ( )|C 
on the grounds of difficulty m choosing P , works also well as a case 

against testing for the hypothesis of homogeneity (and other multiple test 

procedures), on the grounds of difficulty in choosing the significance level. 

An interesting line of development is the following. Since Bayes proce

dures are difficult to derive explicity for general loss functions and prior 

distributions, it is of interest to approximate them by simple procedures. 

The procedures derived for the P -approach are suitable candidates for this 

purpose. Chernoff and Yahav (1977), Gupta and Hsu (1978) and paper [A] here, 

report some studies made in this direction. These studies show that the Bayes 

procedures can be closely approximated by such procedures with suitable 
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# j|C # 
choices of P . However, substantial changes in P from the optimal value 

• • • • • 

lead to substantial inefficiencies, and so setting P by intuition is 

likely to lead to inefficiencies. An interesting result in this connection 

is the one given by Broström (1976). He considered the case k = 2 with 

the loss function given by above. For the normal means problem, with 

common known variance, and a sample of size n from each population, he 

has shown the following. If P > 0.5 is given, then there exists a number 

n (P ) such that for n>n (P ), Gupta's rule R with d chosen so as 

to satisfy the P -condition, is inadmissible. 
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2. Subset Selection based on Likelihood Ratios 

2.1 Introduction 

The concept of likelihood plays a central role in statistical theory. There

fore, employing the likelihood function, L(0;x), of the total sample from 

all the populations, is intuitively appealing. Consider the case of selec

tion for ^[k]' T° begin with, we have considered the procedure that selects 

n\(i=l, . . . , k) if a likelihood based confidence region for the unknown 

0 contains at least one point having its i:th component as the largest. 

This amount to selecting ïï. if supL(0;x)>c supL(0;x), where c is a 
1 eefiL " ~ ~ 

given constant, fì is the parameter space for 0= (0^, ..., 0^), and where 

(2.1) ai = {§= o1, ek) eß: 0i = 0[k]}-

In other words, the rule may be expressed as: For each i, test 

a) H. : 0€ß. against H^: 0£^-£2., 
i  -  i  0  l - i  

using the likelihood ratio test statistic, and select all the populations 

Ti\ for which is not rejected. For the normal means problem in [A], 

we extend this reasoning to test (for given A> 0): 

b) H.:' eefti(R2,A) = {0€ß: 0i>0 [k]~A^ against H^: 0 € ß - ßj_(R2,A) , 

c) H£: 0€ßi against H^: 0 € ̂ i(R3,A) = {0 £ fi: 0i<0[k]~A}, 

d) H.: 0€ß. against H^: 0£ß.(R2,A), 
l . ~ l  1 ~ 1  

using the likelihood ratio test statistic. For the procedure of d) , we also 

consider the case when A->-0. However, the case A = 0 in b) or in c) is 

equivalent to a) . 

In [B], the populations are assumed to have the uniform distributions 

U(O,0^), i-1, ...,k, or related distributions. In [C], we have derived some 



general results when the densities of the populations satisfy some reason

able assumptions. We have also considered here selection for the t best 

populations and the complete ranking problem, through likelihood ratio pro

cedures. 

A likelihood ratio test was considered by Gupta (1956) for the normal 

means problem, in the following way. Assume that all the means except one 

are equal. Let the unequal mean be y+ 6 and let all the other means be 

y, where 6>0 and y are given numbers. For each i, test 

H^: 0 = 01 against H^: 

where 01 is the vector whose i:th component is y +6, the other compo

nents being y. Use the likelihood ratio 

LC©1;^)/ max L(0^;x) 
l<j<k 

as the test statistic and select all the populations TN for which IL is 

not rejected. The rule derived by Gupta (1956) through this method is the 

wellknown rule R. This method was extended to cover an exponential class 

and with fixed values 0|, ..., 0£, in Gupta and Nagel (1971). Setting the 

slippage configuration 0^ = 0° + 6 and 0j = 0° for j =)= i, they again ob

tained the rule R. 

2.2 The Normal Means Case 

Selection of the population having the largest normal mean is an old prob

lem. Infact, the first subset selection procedures of Seal (1954) and Gupta 

(1956) were concerned with this case. However, it was not until the early 

1970*s that the normal means problem with unequal variances or unequal sam

ple sizes received attention; see Dudewicz (1974). 

The smallest possible constant c in each of the following rules is 

• » îjc • • • 
determined so as to satisfy the P -condition, For the case when the vari-
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ances are equal but the sample sizes are n^, . respectively, Gupta 

and W.T. Huang (1974) proposed the rule: 

~ - c 0 
Select TT. if X. > max x. , 

1 1 " i<j<k J /S7 

where a is replaced by s, the root of the pooled variance estimate, if 

a is unknown. 

When both the variances and the sample sizes are unequal, Gupta and Wong 

(1976) proposed: 

(2.2) Select TT. if x. > max 
i i — 

i<j<k 

n. ~2 t o .  o .  
x . - c v / ì  +  _ l  
J v n. n. i j 

when the variances are known. They give a two-stage procedure for the case 

when the unequal variances are unknown. In fact, the procedure given by 

( 2 . 2 )  i s  a  g e n e r a l i z a t i o n  o f  t h e  p r o c e d u r e  f o r  t h e  c a s e  -  . . .  = p r o 

posed by Gupta and D.Y. Huang (1976). Finally, Chen, Dudewicz and Lee (1975) 

define a class of subset selection procedures as: 

Select TT. if x. > max 
1 1 l^J<k 

[- /I . 1 
X. - C S J —  +  —  
i a v n. a. L I J J 

where a. is a well-defined non-negative function of n^, ..., n^. 

It may be noted that the rules given above are all of type R(h) given 

by (1.3). In paper [A], we have considered likelihood ratios as indicated 

by a), b), c) and d) of Section 2.1. The rules derived are not of type R(h) 

2 2 
Let the populations be normal with known variances a^, . ..,a^, and sample . 

sizes n^, . .. , 
2 

n^,. Let Wj = nj/cTj , j = 1, ..., k, and let w(j)> j = 1, ...,k, 

correspond to the populations with the ordered means xQ) - ••• - x(k)' re" 

spectively. The d:s in the rules below are the smallest constants so as 

to satisfy the P -condition. Rule R^, derived through a), is 

2 k 2 
Select TT. if Wj (x. — y .) + Ew/.N(X/.N-Y .) < d. , 

I I I m,i ^ (J) (J) m,I - 1' 
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where 

k 
w.x. + E w/ .vX. .v 
11 i=m o) (J) 

(2.3) y . ^ , 
'm,i k * 

w. + E w/ .v 
1 j-m (J> 

and where the unique m is determined by the property xi-x(m-i) -

y . < X, v . If x. = x„ * , then define m = k. 
'm,i (m) i (k) * 

2 2 2 An extension of R- when cr. = a.a (i=l, ..., k) , where a is unknown, 
J ^ 

is also given in [A]. Tables of d^ to implement and its extension so 

as to satisfy the P*-condition, are also given in [A] for the case 

2 * 
(i) eclual and known, with k <12 and various values of P ; 

. . 2 2  2  *  
(ii) Qj/nj=a / n for each j, with a unknown and k <12, P =0.75, 

0.90, 0.95, 0.99, and n= 2(1)20(5)50. 

Derivation of the rules through b), c) and d) has also been carried out, 

but no tables are given to implement the rules. A rule, denoted by R^, has 

been obtained by letting A->0 in d) and is given as: 

Select TT. if x.>y . - d_/w. , where y  .  is  given b y  (2.3), 
i i - 'm,i 5 i* 'm,i ö J 

Using the approach of Gupta and Nagel (1971) (see Section 2.1), we have ob

tained a rule, R^, for the exponential class given by them by setting the 

equally spaced configuration 0| = 0+i6, for fixed values of ô > 0 and 0. 

2 2 
Rule R^, for the normal means case with aj^nj ~ a /n f°r given 

as : 

1 k 
Select TT. if x.>^ E x/.N~a dA//n(k-r), 

*-k-r j=r+i <J> 6 

where x/lX< . . . < x, lN<x.<x/ tlX< ...<x/1 N. 
(1)- - (r-1) - i- (r+1) - - (k) 

It is important to note that we have the term ad^//n(k-r) in R^, and 

not adg//n. (The rule with the former term replaced by the latter is not 

"just"; rule R^ as given above is, on the other hand, 11 just".) 
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2 
For k=3 and for a common, known value of G./n. for all i, we have 

J J 

made numerical comparisons among the rules R, R^, R^ and R^. For k=10, 

a Monte-Carlo study has been done for comparisons among the same rules. Our 

• • • )jc # 

study indicated the following. If the P -approach is employed, rules R 

and R^ do better than R,- and Rg in terms of the expected number of 

nonbest populations selected. Rule R has a slight advantage over R^ if 

the distance between the best and the next best is large, whereas the ad

vantage is reversed if it is not large. For the equally spaced configura

tions, R^ gives somewhat larger selected subsets on the average than R, 

but is more efficient in rejecting the "very bad11 populations. 

Comparisons have also been made by considering the loss functions 

to L^, and looking at the minimum expected loss attainable by the optimal 

choice of P . These comparisons show that generally all the four rules do 

almost equally well for and L^. However, R^ and R^ do slightly 

better than R and R^, with R,- generally being the best. For the loss 

functions and L^, we found that R^ performs best, followed by R,-, 

R^ and R in that order. 



2.3 The Uniform Distribution Case 

13. 

After having considered the normal means case, which is of primary impor

tance in statistics, it is therefore of interest to consider some other 

cases. The support of the density for the U(O,0^) distribution 

depends on 0^, and so it is an example of a "non-regular" case. 

In paper [B], we begin by considering the problem of subset selection 

for Ruie is derived by testing for each i: 

H.: 0€fi. against H^: 0€£2-Q., 
i - i ö i - i* 

where we have a new definition of given by ={0€Q: 0^ = ® [ 1 ]^ 

sample sizes are assumed to be n^, ...,n^. Let Yj(j = l, . . ., k) denote 

the maximum of the observations from i\y Rule can be expressed as: 

Select TT. if II (Y./Y.) ^ > n , 
I . ̂  , J I - 1 

1 6 J. J 
J i 

where J. = {j: Y. < Y.}. 
i J j - i 

We have shown that, with CS denoting inclusion of t^[ie selected 

subset, min inf P(CS) is attained at a point where 0 = . . . = 0- indepen-
nj 0 Ik 

dently of the common value, and for the sample size equal to max n.. 
l<j<k J 

We have then derived a rule, R, by testing for each i: 

: 0 6 against 0 ££}_!, 

where £2|={0€ß: or ®i = ®[2]^* ^u^-e ^ turns out to be of type 

R(h) , and is the one given by Barr and Rizvi (1966) when n^ = ...=n^. This 

rule is: 

ni 
Select IT. if min (Y./Y.) J > c. 

1 i<j<k J 1 

We have given tables in [B] of the constants required to satisfy the P*-

condition for the case n^ = ... = 11^, for (i) with k = 2(1)20,25 and 

P* = 0.75, 0.90, 0.95, 0.99; and (ii) R with k = 2(1) 20(5)50 and P* = 0.75, 

0.90, 0.95, 0.99. 
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We have also made numerical comparisons between and R for the 

cases k=3 and k =10, when the sample sizes are equal. 

For k=3, we have given a theorem which states that for any configura

tion of the underlying parameters, we have that the probability of CS 

obtained by using R^ is at least that obtained by using R, where the 

constants for the rules are the smallest numbers such that the rules satisfy 

sjc 9 t # » • 
the P -condition. Then we have considered the following parameter configura

tions (with 0 < 6 < 1) : 

(A) 0[l] = ôl/n> e[2] = e[3] = 1' 

(B) e[Irô2/n, e[2] = s1/n, e[3] = i, 

(C) 6[l] = 0[2] = ôl/n> 9[3] ~ 1 " 

It may be remarked that both R^ and R have been shown to be scale in

variant, and that both the rules attain infimum of P(CS) over the para

meter space and over n^ ( j = 1, . . . , k) at the same point. To make the com

parisons in detail, we have derived the probability of selecting each of 

3 the possible 2 -1=7 nonempty subsets. 

Let p^ denote the probability of selecting ^[3]» -"-et E(|af|) denote 

the expected number of nonbest populations selected, and let E(IJJ) denote 

the expected average rank of the populations in the selected subset. We 

desire a rule to give a high value of P(CS) and low values of E(ip) and 

p^. Several comparison tables appear in [B], but Table 1 below summarizes 

the main results. 

For k=3, we have also made comparisons in terms of the loss function 

L5 = I a.' I + c • ICS(0,a) = - 1 + ICS(0,a) . 

For this, we assumed a simple apriori distribution for the parameters, and 

compared the rules in terms of minimum expected loss attainable with the op-

timal choice of P for each rule. It turned out that generally per

forms better than R, for the given model. 
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TABLE 1 

Lower Bound to the Value of 6 for which 

Perforins Better than R 

configuration criterion P* 

0.75 0.90 0.95 0.99 

(A) E(1 a'1) .30 .14 .09 .04 
E(¥) .45 .35 .29 .22 

p3 
.30 .14 .09 .04 

(B) E(|a'|) .44 .25 .16 .05 
E(ï) .46 .26 .16 .05 

P3 
.30 .14 .08 .01 

(C) E(|a'|) .11 .01 .00 .00 
EW .00 .00 .00 .00 

.00 .00 .00 .00 

For k=10, we restricted the comparisons between R^ and R under 

the P -approach and for the slippage configuration 

0[i]"5l/n-1' Vf •••-Vr1-

Restriction to the slippage configuration was done for the sake of computa

tional ease. However, it may be pointed out that R is of type R(h) given 

by (1.3), and that our studies generally show that the rules of type R(h) 

are at an advantage under the slippage configuration. Therefore, the com

parisons made give an incomplete picture of how R^ and R compare for 

k = 10. For the slippage configuration, we found that we always had PCCSjR^ > 

P(CS|R). Moreover, in terms of E(|af|), rule R^ performed better than 

R when 6 was not small. 

Paper [B] also contains extensions and generalizations, and indicates 

the rules derived when selection of *-s interest; when both a. 

and b^ are unknown with the densities of U(a^,b^); and when the densities 

are of type 

g(z;9i) = 
M(Z)Q(0.), a (0.) <  z < b (0.) 

0, elsewhere. 
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2.4 Extensions and Generalizations 

In paper [C], we extend some of the results of [A], for the problem of 

selection for ïïr. n, to the case when the density f.(x;0.) for IT. (i = 
LICJ I I J. 

l,...,k) satisfies the assumptions given below. Let 

le k 
L(0;x) = n L.(0.;x.) = I H f (x ;6.). 

i=l 11-1 i=i j=i ^ 

Assume the following for each i = l, ...,k. 

(i) The support C of f^(x;0) is the same for each i and for each 

0 6 0. 

(ii) For each x in C, f^(x;0) is a continuous functions of 0 € 0. 

(iii) For any 0', 0" 6 0 with 0' <0", the ratio f£(x;0')/f£(x;0") is 

decreasing in x where f^(x;0")>O. 

(iv) The likelihood function L£(0;x^) is unimodal with (not necessarily 

/\ A 

unique) mode 0. That is, L^(0;x^) is increasing in 0 for 0<0 

A 

and decreasing in 0 for 0<0. 

A 

(v) The maximum likelihood (ML) estimator 0^ of 0^ is increasing in 

x.. for each j• 
ij 

Consider the rule derived through a) in Section 2.1. Under the above assump

tions, letting = • • • > denote the probability of including Tr^ 

in the selected subset, we have given the following 

THEOREM For each i = l, the probability is decreasing in 

for j ̂  i and increasing in ®[£]# 

The rule has been derived explicity for an exponential class, and two 

examples have been given for densities that do not belong to the exponen

tial class, but satisfy the above assumptions. The first example concerns 

the gamma density. 



The second example, concerning the Laplace (or double exponential) density, 

is an example where we do not have sufficient statistics for the parameters. 

The derived rule is not of type R(h), and is completely different from the 

rule given by Gupta and Leong (1976), which is of type R(h) and based on 

statistics which are not sufficient. 

A generalization of rule R,- of [A], is also given for the exponential 

class in [C]. We have also considered the likelihood approach for the prob

lem of subset selection for the t best populations, and generalize the 

above results. For this problem, we have considered a) selection of a set 

whose elements consist of subsets of the given populations having t mem

bers, and requiring that the set of the t best populations is included 

» • • )|c 0 9 with probability at least P ; b) selection of a subset of the populations 

• • • • • 
so as to include all the t best populations with probability at least P ; 

and c) selection of a subset of the populations such that ^[j] *-s included 

« • • j|{ # 
with probability at least P , j=k-t+l,...,k. 

Finally, we have discussed the relation between the theory of statistical 

inference under order restrictions as given in Barlow, Bartholomew, Bremner 

and Brunk (1972) and in Robertson and Wegman (1978), and the theory of sub

set selection based on likelihood ratios. We have also discussed the subset 

selection formulation of the complete ranking problem. 



3. A General Discussion 

One point, that is revealed from this thesis, is that that although the theory 

of subset selection procedures, with P as the lodestar, and the theory 

of statistical inference under order restrictions are closely related, they 

have developed almost independently since the midfifties. It was not until 

paper [A], which was written independently of Robertson and Wegman (1978), 

that a connection was established. We believe that their independent de

velopment is due to the following main reasons. Firstly, most of the theory of 

tests under order restrictions, before Robertson and Wegman (1978), has 

dealt with testing for homogeneity against ordered alternatives, whereas 

subset selection procedures require testing for order restrictions. Secondly, 

in the theory of statistical inference under order restrictions, the ranking 

(i^, ..., ijP such that 7i\ S7T[j] "^or a^ Vav^a^Ml known. The 

problem there is to utilize this knowledge to obtain a more powerful test when 

testing for homogeneity. In subset selection theory, on the other hand, this 

is in fact the knowledge one seeks. The third reason is that in testing 

against ordered alternatives, the emphasis has been placed on the ordering 

®l-®2- *•*• - ®k* "^ n s u^set selection for the best, however, the partial 

ordering one is interested in, is 0^>0j for all j. Fourthly, the success 

of rule R in the normal means case, and its mathematical simplicity, have 

directed the attention of most authors dealing with subset selection theory 

towards rules of type R(h) given by (1.3). 

It is important to note that for the normal means case, rule R in fact 

is very good compared to the likelihood ratio rule R^, and the other rules 

given in [A]. Rule R does better than R^ under slippage-type configura

tions, whereas R^ does better otherwise. In this age of computers, the 

mathematical simplicity of the rules of type R(h) does not play a very 
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3|c • 
important role, in our opinion. As far as the P -approach is concerned, 

• * 

the problem is to determine the constant needed so as to satisfy the P -

condition. Once this constant has been determined, the superiority of 

R(h) , in terms of ease in -implementation, is negligible. 

Comparisons between likelihood ratio rules and rules of type R(h), for 

• « • • )|c 
various distributions and various modifications of the P -approach, would 

be of interest. The comparisons made so far (in this thesis) indicate that 

such comparisons are worth undertaking. 

We would now like to make two remarks. Let us restrict ourselves to 

the normal means case. A lot of rules can be constructed for this problem; 

rules which have not yet been compared with R, or the procedure of Gupta 

and Wong (1976), when the sample sizes or variances are unequal. See the 

classes R2(A), R3(A) and R4(A) in [A]. For the case of equal sample 

sizes and variances, we may construct still more rules which can easily 

be shown to be "just". Let < ...<x^ denote the ordered sample 

means, and let ,,#,Tr(k) denote the corresponding populations. We 

give the following examples: 

1) Select TT /.  v  if x/ . v > x / 1 N - d . ,  wh e r e  d ,  -, >  d .  >  .  ..  >  d  
(i) (i) - (k) i k-1 - k-2 - - 1 

• • 3|c • 
are constants chosen such that the rule satisfies the P -condi

tion. 

2) Select if 
u) 

i k_i-
x(i>: 

for each r = l, ...,k-l, where the d:s are constants chosen so 

• ^ • • — — 
as to satisfy the P -condition, and where « ••• -xi(k-l) 

are the ordered values of the means excluding x(£)* 

Estimation of the unknown 0r, n (and other ordered parameters or their 
LkJ 

functions) has also received attention in the literature; see, for example, 
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Dudewicz (1970), Although this problem is beyond the scope of this thesis, 

we feel that a revisiting of this problem with the approach of likelihood-

based confidence regions, would be of interest. We give one example, for 

the normal means case with unit variances: 

Compare the one-sided (lower) intervals 1^ and for where 

h " [*(k) "dl'") 

and 

i2 = ty,00), 

where y is such that 

E (x -Y)2^-, 
j€Jy J 

with J = {j : x.>y}. Here, d.. and d0 are determined so as to give 
Y J j - ' '1 2 & 

the required confidence level. 
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